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   Dahle 564 Paper Cutter

Premium Guillotine Paper Cutter
Dahle 564

Dahle takes safety to a whole new level 
with it's 564 Premium Guillotine. Ger-

man engineered, this trimmer 
feature a revolutionary safety 
guard that rotates around the 
cutting blade to ensure com-

plete protection. This guard 
protects your fingers from a ground 
blade made of German Solingen steel. 
The blade sharpens itself with each and 
every cut so you're guaranteed to main-
tain a perfectly honed edge. The auto-
matic safety shield, along with the razor 
sharp blade it protects you from, makes 
the Dahle 564 Premium Guillotine one 
of the safest, most capable trimmers 
ever developed. 

Dahle's 564 Premium Guillotine is  a 
commercial grade, high capacity pa-

per cutter capable of trimming up to 
40 sheets of paper at a time as well as 
mat board. The laser guide illuminates 
the entire length of the cut line, show-
ing exactly where the cut will be. The 
ratchet-locking paper clamp provides 
even pressure along the entire cutting 
surface and securely holds your work in 
place to prevent fanning. 

The 564 Premium Guillotine with la-
ser guide is available in a 14 1⁄2" cut-
ting length and is the preferred choice 
among professionals seeking extreme 
accuracy.

Ratchet-locking paper clamp provides even pressure 
along the entire cutting surface to hold work securely.

Laser guide illuminates the entire cutting line to 
show exactly where the cut will be.

Premium Guillotine
Model 564

 Revolutionary safety guard covers the blade
throughout the entire cutting process

 Innovative spring system prevents the bade
from flying up or falling down unexpectedly

 Cuts up to 40 sheets of paper at a time

 Ground self-sharpening cutting blade main
tains a perfectly honed edge

 German engineered for precision and accu
racy 

 Laser guided accuracy will show exactly 
where the cut will be

 Sturdy metal base with preprinted guides

Product Specifications
Premium Guillotine - Item 564 w/laser guide

Item Cut Length Sheet Capacity Dimensions

564 14 1⁄2" 40 Sheets 17 1⁄4" x 10 1⁄2"

40 Sheet 
Capacity

Self
Sharpening

Optional 
Laser Guide

Quality
Assured

Lifetime
Warranty

40 German 
Engineered
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